MAPUA MAKATI LIBRARY
LEARNING ZONES

Individual Study Zone
BEST FOR individual researchers
CODE OF CONDUCT:
• Conversations are discouraged.
• Set cellphones to vibrate or silent mode & kindly leave this area when taking phone calls.
• Use of devices which can be heard by others is not allowed.

Group Study Zone
BEST FOR people wishing to study quietly in groups.
CODE OF CONDUCT:
• Conversations must be kept to a minimum voice level while discussing.
• Set cellphones to vibrate or silent mode; kindly leave this area if you intend to take phone calls.

Area:
• Individual study carrels across the American Shelf
• Group study room, Periodical section, laptop & discussion area

Find the study space that best fits your need!
MAPUA MAKATI LIBRARY
LEARNING ZONES

Technology Zone

BEST FOR people wanting to access e-resources & value added services.

- Electronic books
- Electronic journals
- Tablet (e-reader)
- PCs
- Printer
- Scanner
- Cd/DVD writer
- Photocopier

Area:

Electronic Resources Section

Discussion Area

Find the study space that best fits your need!